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Abstract 
For the visualization of mountainous regions, 3D maps have a high potential information value. In par-
ticular, untrained readers of tourist mountain maps are better able to seize landscape shapes visuali-
zed with perspective views than with contour lines or hill-shading techniques. We address the question 
of how the design of such perspective views for static or dynamic applications can be optimized. Star-
ting from an overview of design aspects and graphic variables of topographic 3D maps we identified 
key variables for each step of the map generation process, i.e., modeling, symbolization and visualiza-
tion. The effects of different variations were demonstrated with examples of 3D map sections. In the 
modeling process, it is highly recommended to scale the Digital Terrain Model (DTM). By applying a 
scale factor, the characteristic landscape shapes are better comprehensible. However, if the land-
scape surface is over-exaggerated, the map users may misinterpret the character of the scene. In the 
symbolization process, the variables symbol shape and symbol size of natural map or anthropogenic 
objects (e.g., mountain huts, stables, hiking trails, transport facilities, signposts, single trees, prominent 
rock boulders) must be chosen so that the objects are recognised as emphasized landmarks. In the vi-
sualization process, the viewing inclination should not be chosen too steep so as to maintain the per-
spective effect. The illumination azimuth should be carefully selected with respect to the direction of 
observation and to the main topographic direction of the scene (e.g., mountain ridges). For moun-
tainous landscapes, angular front light creates the most advantageous shading effects.  
 
 
 
 
(oral preface) 
in the last workshop 2002 at Mount Hood 
 conceptual design aspects for 3D maps 
 basis for my PhD thesis for the last 2 years 
  
goal of the presentation 
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 concrete discussion about design aspects and cartographic 
principles of 3D maps 

 
1. Introduction 
Modern 3D mountain maps – thus i.e.,that is  perspective views of mountainous regions with specific 
landscape features1 that are generated from digital geo-data with (more or less) affordable, powerful 
computer hardware and software2 – seem to have a great potential information value (HAEBERLING 
2002). They are especially designed for application in mountainous environments. Activities like 
hiking, biking, skiing, climbing or river rafting may be supported as well as scientific research, e.g., 
socio-economic studies or monitoring programs of natural hazards (avalanches, rock and mud slides). 
In addition to the depiction of smooth, hilly or rough terrain regions, 3D mountain maps represent 
details of named  

                                                 
1  These features could be peaks and valliesvalleys, canyons, villages and farms, mountain forests or alpine tundra, glaciers 

and forefields, alpine pastures, road- and trail network, touristic infrastructure like mountain cabianescabins, cable 
carsgondolas, information centres, parking lots, lakes and whitewaterwhite-water rivers, dams and electricity power plants, 
etc. 

2  e.g., Landex (http://www.landxplorer.net), G-Vista (http://www.geonova.ch/english/pages/4_Produkte), WorldConstructionSet 
and VisualNature (http://www.3dnature.com), 3D Studio Max (http://www4.discreet.com/3dsmax) 
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landmarks and points of interest (peaks, valleys, ridges, passes, natural monuments), or natural 
ground land cover (vegetation patterns, hydrologic features, rock and glacier area) or infrastructure 
features (e.g., cable carsgondolas, restaurants and mountain cabins, hiking trails or skiing 
tracksslopes).  
 
Arguably, 3D mountain maps may not be as picturesque and spectacular as painted panoramic maps 
and birds-eye views from great artists like ARNE ROHWEDER (Fig. 1) or HEINRICH C. BERANN. Due to the 
wide availability of large digital geo-data sets in vector or raster form and exhaustive coverage of digi-
tal terrain models (DTM), however, 3D maps can be created rather easily, at least from a technical 
point of view.  
 

 
Fig. 1: Section of the painted panorama tourist map «Yosemite National ParkValley» (ROHWEDER 

.............).1998). 
 
 
Today, everybody anybody could create a perspective view from his or her favourite region with 
smallestusing only rudimental map information. E. And even theseven such rather basic 3D maps 
seem to be very fascinating. In our days we and we can find them in a lot of variations in many print 
media, in the Internet, or on interactive computer systems for e.g., visitor centers (Fig. 2). 
 

 

Fig. 2: Mountain panorama about the Engadine Alps (Switzerland) with area land cover objects (Source: Atlas 
of Switzerland – Version 2; AoS 2004). 
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In fact, hardly any specific empirical studies exist on the effectiveness of 3D maps. Nevertheless, it is 
often assumed that such map products have also a high potential information value for the 
visualisatiozation of mountainous regions. In particular, we believe that untrained map readers of 
touristictourist 3D mountain maps are more able to capture landscape shapes visualized with 
perspective views than with contour lines or hill-shading techniques. Map readers appear to perceive 
the landscape shapes with integrated objects more intuitively because of the quiet daily human 
viewing perspective[F1].  
Before we one begins to create 3D mountain maps, there remain still some basic questions:  
• How can the appearance of 3D map products for static views or dynamic applications can be 

designed and optimized? 
• Which specific cues and settings for the design process do we have toneed to be considered? 
• What kind of graphic principles could assist in the design process do we need as helpful 

assistance? 
 
All these questions should be addressed independent of thematic content, data type (raster or vector 
data, hybrid combination) or data source. Rather, the focus must lie It must be more orientated on the 
technical design of a new product (functionalities, interactivity, navigation, dynamics). In twoTwo 
completed research projects at ETH Zurich, made contributions towards some efforts are already 
contributed to finding design approaches for topographic 3D maps (including 3D mountain maps) and 
formulating graphic principles (HAEBERLING/TERRIBILINI 2000, TERRIBILINI 2001, HAEBERLING 2004). 
 
 
 
2. Control of the design process 
In the design process of 3D (mountain) maps, we distinguish different design aspects (HAEBERLING 
2002). Every aspect contains one or more bundle of involved variables. A single variable influences 
the appearance of the scene or the objects in a nearly unione--dimensional way. By choosing a 
concrete specific option out offrom the defined variation range, cartographers could may control the 
variable and thus its, so the effect on the appearance of the 3D map. 
Each of these variables can be positioned in aattributed to a certain specific step of a process chain. 
We call these variables for 3D (mountain) maps graphic variables. The proposed design process 
postulated by A. TERRIBILINI (see HAEBERLING/TERRIBILINI 2000, TERRIBILINI 2001; HAEBERLING 2002 
and 2004) considers three steps: the process of modeling, the process of symbolisatiozation and the 
process of visualisatiozation.  
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Fig. 3: Design process of 3D maps (TERRIBILINI 2001). 
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In every step, the it is very important issue must be questionedaddressedto know, how and in which 
step the different graphic variables and cues impact the underlyingied DTM and the superimposed 
map objects (3D vector objects, texture objects) in its appearance and its potential behaviour. This 
leads us to the distinction of the three groups of design aspects of modeling, aspects of symbolization 
and the aspects of visualisatiozation (HAEBERLING 2002). 
For the different aspects in topographic 3D maps, an extensive inventory of graphic variables has 
been proposed by C. HAEBERLING (2004). The list is not exhaustive, because the presented graphic 
variables affect only the appearance of the 3D map and its objects. The graphic variables of the 
interface and navigation of interactive and dynamic 3D maps were not taken into account. Never-
theless, the systematic approach of an inventory provides a starting point for detailed reflections. The 
following three tables show the inventoried design aspects and graphic variables for 3D maps, sepa-
rately for the three steps of the design process steps (Fig. 4 to 6; HAEBERLING 2004): 
 
 

Modeling of digital terrain model objects (DTM) Modeling of topographic map objects 
 Shape of the DTM section  Data structure 
 Geo-referred position  Original object shape 
 Geographical model extensions  Semantic attributes 
 Data structure  Position 
 Model resolution (accuracy) 
 Terrain proportions (scale factors) 
 
Modelling of topographic map objects 
 data structure 
 original object shape 
 semantic attributes 
 position 
 
Modeling of orientating objects 
 Descriptions for map objects 
 Descriptions for position 
 Descriptions for direction 
 Descriptions for scale and distances 

Fig.4: Design aspects and graphic variables of modeling for 3D maps (after HAEBERLING 2004). 
 
 
 

Graphic appearance Texture 
 Shape   Fractal structure 
 Size  Surface roughness 
 Colour  Transparency 
 Brightness  Character of material 
   Pattern 
Special aspects  Repetition rate 
 Contours  Orientation of pattern 
 SmoothingTexture 
 Fractal structure 
 Surface roughness 
 Transparency 
 Character of material 
 Pattern 
 Repetition rate 
 Orientation of pattern 
 
Special aspects 
 Contours 
 Smoothing 
 Realism 
 Object disposition and groups 
 Modification of position 
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Text objects Object animation 
 Font  Display status 
 Size  Size change 
 Style  Shape change 
 Spacing  Position change 
 Mode  Orientation change 
 Orientation (alignment  Colour change 
 
 Colour  Brightness change 
 Dynamics and movements  Texture change 
 Labelling technique 

 
Object animation 
 Display status 
 Size changement 
 Shape changement 
 Position changement 
 Orientation changement 
 Colour changement 
 Brightness changement 
 Texture changement 

Fig. 5: Design aspects and graphic variables of symbolisatiozation for 3D maps (after HAEBERLING 2004). 
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Perspective (projection) Camera (model viewing) 
 Parallel perspective  Horizontal position 
 Central perspective  Height position 
 Cylindric projection (spherical projection)  Viewing target position (and height) 
   Viewing azimuth (horizontal rotation angle) 
   Viewing inclination (vertical view angle)Camera 
(model viewing) 
Lighting  Camera rotation Horizontal position 
 Light mode  Camera movement Height position 
 Light position Viewing target position (and height) 
 Viewing azimuth (horizontal rotation angle) 
 Viewing declination 
 Camera rotation 
 Camera movement 
 
 Illumination azimuth (horizontal light angle) Shading and shadow 
 Illumination inclination (vertical light angle)  Shading model 
 Light intensity  Shading intensity 
 Light colour  Cast shadow intensity 
 
Shading and shadow 
 Shading model 
 Shading intensity 
 Intensity of shadows 
 
Atmospheric effects and natural phenomena 
 Sky structure 
 Haze 
 Fog 
 Reflections 
 Celestial bodies 
 Seasons 

Fig. 6: Design aspects and graphic variables of visualisatiozation for 3D maps (after HAEBERLING 2004). 
 
 
 
3. Focusing selected design aspects and graphic variables 
When designing new 3D mountain maps, we have to consider all the variables mentioned in the pre-
vious paragraph. Not all of them are necessarily involved in a specific representation. If they are, how-
ever, we need to decide in which qualitative way or with which quantitative intensity to handle them. 
The following design aspects and graphic variables were especially evaluated in the mentioned re-
search project of HAEBERLING (2004) namely: 
• Shape of point and line objects  (aspect of object abstraction) 
• Size of point and line objects  (aspect of object dimension) 
• Viewing inclination  (aspect of camera) 
• Zoom grades  (aspect of camera) 
• Illumination azimuth  (aspect of lighting) 
• Sky structure  (aspect of atmospheric effects) 
• Haze gradient  (aspect of atmospheric effects) 
 
By evaluating and discussing the variables in expert interviews, about twenty theses of design 
principles for 3D maps were formulated.  Even if these principles were derived they have validity more 
for static 3D maps, they give usprovide important conclusions for 3D maps in general. Next, The 
following sections illustrate the application of design principles for four examples of important graphic 
variables will be now pointed out how to deal with them concretely for to designing 3D mountain maps: 
• terrain proportions 
• symbol shape and size 
• viewing inclination 
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• illumination azimuth) 
 
 
3.1 Terrain proportions 
Scaled proportions of the digital terrain model object (DTM) accentuates the landscape character and 
prominent landscape objects. In this modeling process step, – especially the inflation of heights 
elevation especially  – emphasizes mountain peaks or canyons. In bird's eye view – which resembles 
the familiar for people a very well known view out of a plane – the landscape shapes could may be 
better comprehensible with height exaggeration. Otherwise, the landscape seems flat and without any 
distinctive topographic relief. Scaling the terrain proportions is an adequate  – and mostly often 
necessary  – method to for representing a landscape scenery in an impressive or even dramatic  
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way. But isHowever, it is not easy to find a finethe perfect balance of the effects. If the terrain model is 
over-exaggerated, the map users may misinterpret the character of the landscape, or. Or the natural 
touch could be lost. For mountainous regions, a scaling factor between 100 to 250% is reasonable 
and recommended (IMHOF 19731963, HAEBERLING 2004); see Fig. 7).  
 

 
 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 7: Scaling the proportions of a DTM object, showing the area of the Linthebene (Switzerland): (a) scale 
factor of 100%; (b) scale factor of 150%; (c) scale factor of 200%. (DTM: © Swisstopo, Wabern/Switzer-
land). 

 
 
3.2 Symbol shape and symbol size 
In the symbolisatiozation process, the variables symbol shape and symbol size play a dominant role in 
the map reading situation. Map readers want to perceive discern the different point, line or even area 
map objects very easily from the underlying terrain. The variable symbol shape affects the degree of 
abstraction. THowever the style of map symbols in 3D maps must does not need to not be absolutely 
naturalistic. The symbol shape can also be very map-like known from the classic cartography. 
Especially point objects could be chosen so that they are recognised as emphasized landmarks. All 
overAs a general rule, the semantic meaning must be clear. Self-explaining stylistic 3D symbol shapes 
are ideal for this. For examples, characteristic house symbols for mountain huts or stables (quader 
with Satteldachcuboids with saddleback roof), cablecar gondola stations (complex cubic shape with 
flat roof), characteristic tree symbols for pine trees (conical shape) or broad-leaved trees 
(spheroidalspherical shape) are absolutely sufficiantsufficient. Additional naturalistic textures like stone 
walls, block house facades, lake waves or realistic forest structures, are not absolutely necessary, but 
could be helpful. Patterns and styles of linear objects (e.g., hiking trails, climbing routes) and area 
objects (e.g., protected areas, danger zones) have to be also very simple, because also they need to 
be has to recognised also in the background as objects of the same qualitytype. At leastAs a minimum 
requirement, they must posess provide a contrast to the underlying DTM in terms of differentiable 
colour or pattern. contrast to the underlying DTM 
Like in classic topographic maps, map symbols in 3D mountain maps must be oversized as well. Dis-
played in naturalistic dimensions, map objects could hardly be seen if they are not situated in the 
immediate foreground of a map image. Hence, it is necessary to inflate the dimensions sufficiently, but 
not too exaggeratedly. The symbol size and the distances to each other objects must be relatedremain 
in a plausible ratio. If 3D map objects are too big, the there is a danger of hiding other objects or 
covering large areas of the terrain is given. If And if the point or line objects are too concentrated on a 
terrainat a location spot, they must be repositioned in a classical generalising generalisatiozation step 
of displacement to avoid these negative effects (symbolisatiozation process).  
 
 
3.3 Viewing inclination (vertical view angle) 
The graphic variable of the viewing inclination is aAlso important for the user's perception of the 
landscape. is the graphic variable of the view angle. This variable out of the camera aspects in the 
visualisatiozation process should not be chosen too flat or too steep. As eEvaluated in the expert 
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interviews of the mentionned research project at ETH Zurich (HAEBERLING 2004), a vertical mean view 
angle between 30° and 45° is favoured (Fig. 8). A value in of this size gives a reasonable overview 
over the DTM section with its integrated map objects. Furthermore thi and – at the same times – 
viewing angle enablesprovides still a panoramica view. The mountain peaks are always still 
recognisable with  
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their silhouettes, and t. The character of the landscape remains unchanged. Alone Only the 
sphericspherical flattening of the terrain to the background, – combined with possible distortions at the 
lateral parts of the image due to the central perspective,  – could limitate the recognition of single map 
objects. 
 

 
 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 8: Different vertical viewing inclination of the camera aspects, showing the Bietschhorn area (Switzerland): 
(a) viewing inclination of 25°, (b) viewing inclination of 40°, (c) viewing inclination of 55°. (Geo data: © 
SWISSTOPO, Wabern/Switzerland). 

 
 
3.4 Illumination azimuth (horizontal illumination angle) 
Similar to the viewing inclination, the graphic variable of the illumination azimuth influences the cha-
racter of the landscape and thus the recognition of the landscape section (Fig. 9). By illuminating 
terrain details on the sunny side and shading them on the back side, the whole DTM is modeled. The 
illumination azimuth must be selected carefully with respect to the direction of observation. But also 
the main topographic orientation of the scene (e.g., mountain ridges, valleys) has to be taken into 
account. Undoubtedly, the intensity of the light plays an important role, too. But first, the illumination 
azimuth defines the conditions for lighting contrasts on map objects. 
 

 
 (a) (b) (c) 
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Fig. 9: Different illumination azimuth (lighting aspects), applied on to a section of the Bernese Alps 
(Switzerland): (a) light coming angularly from the back, (b) light coming angularly from the front, (c) light 
coming from the front. (DTM: © SWISSTOPO, Wabern/Switzerland). 
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For mountainous landscapes, light coming angularly from the front creates the most advantageous 
shading effects (Fig. 9). This direction achieves a balanced graded pattern of lighted and shaded 
terrain parts. Also, rectangular light has a similar effect. In contrary, light coming directly or angularly 
from the back produces overlightedover lightedexposed and flat terrain structures. Small terrain details 
are not modeled and emphasized. Everything seems to be arranged in one distance and not be 
staggered. Light coming directly from the front creates also more negative effects because of the 
dimming-out of the terrain. The whole scene with its integrated map objects appears too dark. The 
colour contrasts vanish completely, and the area terrain structures would be lost. 
 
 
 
4. Conclusions and future steps 
The aware exemplary use application of the discussed aspects and variables shows very clearly that 
the field of 3D cartography needs cartographic principles for the design of modern cartographic 
representations. Available software solutions are more and more sophisticated, but they offer little 
guidance for decisions about the reasonable choice of options.  
With comprehension inclusion of the third dimension and the perspective viewing aspects, 3D maps 
(also 3D mountain maps) could be justare more complex than classic topographic maps in orthogonal 
projection. For instance, colour management has to consider additionally lighting and shading effects. 
Or, due to the loss of a constant scale, object size or and dimensions or texture patterns are perceived 
extremely different in the background than in the front. Additionally, if we implement multimedia 
components are implemented in the maps, we must take into account all dynamic variables for 
movements and changes of graphic attributes.  
Some of these principles to design 3D maps are commingfollow directly out offrom the 2D cartography 
theory. For new aspects or functionalities, we formulate them by adapting and combining two or more 
accepted principles. The derived theses ofproposed cartographic principles for 3D (mountain) maps in 
HAEBERLING (2004),  – based on selected and evaluated design aspects and graphic variables,  – are 
not proven yet. But they are waiting to be tested, refined and enhanced. This first approach should 
launch the debate. And this that must go on in the future. 
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